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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which SAP standard item category always leads to direct procurement and a purchase
requisition generated by the network?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Non-billing item
B. Billing item
C. Non-stock item
D. Stock item
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What type of masking strategy involves making a separate and distinct copy of data with
masking in place?
A. Dynamic
B. Static
C. Replication
D. Duplication
Answer: B
Explanation:
With static masking, a separate and distinct copy of the data set is created with masking in
place.
This is typically done through a script or other process that takes a standard data set, processes
it to mask the appropriate and predefined fields, and then outputs the data set as a new one
with the completed masking done.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An analyst is observing unusual network traffic from a workstation. The workstation is
communicating with

a known malicious site over an encrypted tunnel. A full antivirus scan with an updated antivirus
signature
file does not show any sign of infection. Which of the following has occurred on the
workstation?
A. Session hijack
B. Zero-day attack
C. Cookie stealing
D. Known malware attack
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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